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Introduction of Model United Nations 
 
Model United Nations is an academic simulation of the United Nations (UN) that aims to educate 
students  about different international current affairs, the international relations, diplomacy and the 
United Nations agenda. Students, by representing different countries, discuss various international 
problems and attempt to come up with a solution. Students experience heated debates and candid 
negotiation during the whole conference period. A resolution document should be come up towards 
the problem at the end of the last committee session. 
 
By joining MUN conferences held in different countries, students can broad their horizons by 
knowing people from different cultures, building up an international network and knowing a new 
culture by staying in the host city. 
 
MUN is a university-students-activity recognised by the UN and supported by different offices, 
committees, programmes of the UN as well as the governments. 
 
My MUN life 
 
Model United Nations has played an important and significant role in my university life. I joined 
CityU Model United Nations since October 2011 and have been serving since that as an Executive 
Committee up to now.  
 
In my MUN life, I do not only participate conferences, but also attend different talks and workshops 
to receive more knowledge in different areas, such as globalisation, economics, policies making and 



human rights. Surely I could only know some basic concepts and carry out the research afterward if I 
am interested. But these have grounded a strong foundation for me to do further research. 
 
During the conference, I could meet different intelligent students all over the world and exchange 
different ideas, whatever it is formal like international affairs or informal like cultural perspectives or 
exchanges. It also requires me a high level and a broad coverage of knowledge, such as international 
relations, current affairs, policies making, government powers, historical factors and understanding 
of the religions, which are borderless, cross-cultural and complicated.  
 
About London International Model United Nations 
London International Model United Nations (LIMUN) is the largest MUN conference in Europe and 
there were more than 1,500 delegates coming from all over the world in 2013 session. The organisers 
of London Model United Nations are mainly from different colleges of the University of London. 
The LIMUN 2013 has opened 25 committees. 
 
Learning experience 
 
Before the trip 
 
During doing the research for the topic, I came to know more about Hungary (which is also the 
country of my exchange study), whatever the social, political or historical issues, the development 
and status quos of children rights, the rooted cultural problems contributing to the issue such as 
Romas’ habits, different organisations and research centres contributing to the topic as well as 
different governments in the world. 
 
The topic was really big to understand the whole picture within one month (which is the granted 
reading period after receiving Study Guide from the host). I spent much time on researching, not 
only looking for the information from the links that the LIMUN provided, but also some researches 
that carried out by different research centres and experts. I also tried to look into some local 
webpages with Google translate.  
 
During the trip – Me in LIMUN 2013 
 
I was assigned as a delegate representing Hungary in the committee, United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF), which was a small-to-medium size committee with 52 countries (delegates). UNICEF 
upholds the Declaration of the Rights of the Child and highlights the importance of realising 
children’s right. 
 
The topic we discussed in 3 days was ‘End Child Marriages’. It was an issue covering different 
areas, for example, gender inequalities, poverty, hunger, child health and maternal health as well as 
HIV/AIDS. The hinders towards this issue cover different areas, such as cultural, religious and 
governmental (domestic) problems or issues. The delegates were all seeking for a Draft Resolution 
which can solve the issue with a particular timeframe and is in favour of all of the countries. 
 
During all 7 committee sessions, we, at the end, have come up 7 Working Papers, 5 Draft 
Resolutions and 25 Amendments (for Draft Resolutions). There were a lot of heated debate and 
arguments on particular issues, which hindered the progress, for example, the education programme 
in rural areas, the funding sources to support the programmes, the rewards to the families which are 
wiling to send their girls to school instead of doing farm works, the management or monitory 
systems within domestic governments etcetera. At the end of the conference, fortunately, our 
committee has passed one Draft Resolution which remarks a success of our continuous debate. 
 



The committee sessions were insightful because of the organisers and delegates, who were mainly 
undergraduate students. They did have a huge amount of the knowledge in the corresponding topic, 
‘End Child Marriages’ and the committee, UNICEF. They did share a lot of knowledge with their 
personal background.  
 
Even though the debate was heated and full of conflicts, I believe it is really similar to the reality.  
 
The Social Events of LIMUN 2013 has contributed to let me meet more awesome people and know 
more about cultures. There were two Social Events in LIMUN 2013, which were Delegates’ 
Reception and Delegates’ Ball. These were classical English events. 
 
I had fun in the Socials since I met different delegates, whom are not limited to my committee, and 
shared a lot about cultures or current issues. It was a good opportunity to talk with other delegates, 
since the committee sessions actually were formal and serious time, which were supposed not to 
have private chat.  
 
Benefits 
 
Before my departure, a senior has told me that Hong Kong students are always looked down by 
students from western countries (or say, European students). He explained that Hong Kong students 
are lack of international exposure and sensitivity to international affairs.  
 
LIMUN 2013 was my fifth MUN conference and my second conference that majority of participants 
were from Europe. After the conference, I believe I did not peformed extremely well but I have tried 
my best. I have really learnt a lot from the research, debate and the cooperation with others. I also 
agreed with what the senior told me since other delegates amazed me in this 3-day conference. 
 
It is not hard to realise that the knowledge of other participants were not carried out just one or two 
months before the conference but accumulated from time to time.  
 
Frankly speaking, I am interested in this topic for some time, since I worked as a volunteer in 
different non-governmental organisations, I have a little knowledge about human rights, children 
rights, refugees’ rights and rights during the war. The topic of my committee has actually deepend 
my knowledge and given me an eye-opening opportunity: How people from different cultures see 
Child Marriage and the hidden vicious cycle brought by the issue. I even remembered there was one 
conflicts which was about Adult age. The delegates argued why the adult age must be 18 but it 
cannot be 16 or 20 or any other ages regarding to the country situation. This really brought shocks to 
me but later I understood, again, there is no absolute right or wrong. 
 
The delegates have brought me a lot of new ideas or issues, that I have never thought of. After 
attending the conference and listening to some delegates who knew the situation well as they grew 
up there, I came to realise that ‘whatever how great is the solution, there must be obstacles’. A lot of 
issues hindered each another and different powers, which could be governmental, social or religious, 
play an important roles that are out of my expectation. 
 
To conclude, MUN has brought a lot of things to me, not only for this particular activity but since I 
joined. I am glad that I could gain more and more after joining a MUN conference. MUN has 
provided a great opportunity to me to meet great people, who are in the same generation with me, 
from different places at one place. This network helps me understand the real world, and not the 
world portrayed by the media. The friends I made are influential to me understanding a place, a 
country, a culture, and or maybe a government. LIMUN has once again reaffirmed my belief: ‘The 
more you see and know, the higher acceptance you acquire.’ 
 



Photos from LIMUN 2013 
 

 

Opening Ceremony of LIMUN 
2013 
 
Date: 15th February 2013 
Venue: Central Hall Westminster 
 
Special history: 
Central Hall was the chosen venue 
for the very first General Assembly 
of the newly formed United 
Nations, in 1946 – a time that saw 
the appointment of the first 
Secretary General, along with the 
creation of the Security Council and 
the International Court of Justice. 
(LIMUN, 2013) 
 
(Above) The picture of the venue 
 
(Bottom) The group picture of 
CityUMUN team  
*ME: The first person from the right in the 
first row 

 

 

Group photo of CityUMUN team 
with the banner of LIMUN 2013 
 
*ME: The one in white and pink jacket  
 
 



 

The Socials 1 – Delegates’ 
Reception 
 
Date: 15th February 2013 
 
*ME: The second  from the right in the 
first row 

 

The Socials II – Delegates’ Ball 
 
Date: 16th February 2013 
Location: Grand Connaught Rooms 
Dress Code: Black Tie 
 
*ME: The second  from the right in the 
first row 
 
Special History: 
It was first build as the 
Headquarters of the Freemasons 
since 1717. Over the years, this 
iconic building has hosted and 
entertained the world’s leading 
politicans, royality, dignitaries and 
celebrities in lavish style. 
 

 
- END- 


